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Collapsible graphs and reductions of line graphs 
Zhi-Hong Chen '. Peter C.B. Lam •Wai-Chee Shill 
ABSTRACT 
A graph G is collapsible if for every even subset X ~ V(G), G has a subgraph r such that 
G - E(J ') is connected and the set of odd-degree vertices of J' is X. A graph obtained by 
contracting all the non-trivial collapsible subgraphs of G is called the reduction of G. In 
this paper. we characterize graphs of diameter two in terms of collapsible subgraphs and 
investigate the relationship between the line graph of the reduction and the reduction of 
the line graph. Our results extend fonner results in IH.-j. Lai, Reduced graph of diameter 
two,j. Graph Theory 14 (1) (1990) 77-87], and in [PA. Catlin, lqblunnisa, T.N.janakiraman, 
N. S.;nivasan, Hamilton cycles and closed trails in iterated line graphs, j. Graph Theory 14 
(1990) 347-364]. 
1. Introduction 
We follow the notation of Bondy and Murty [1], except that graphs have no loops. Let G be a graph. For a vertex v in G, 
the neighborhood of v, written Ndv) or N(v) is {u E V(G) I uv E E(G)}. The cardinality of N(v) is denoted by ddv) or d(v) 
and is called the degree of v in G. The smallest, respectively largest, degree of any vertex in Gis denoted by 8(G), respectively 
.d(G). A graph is Eulerian if it is connected and every vertex has even degree. The line graph of G, denoted by L(G), has E(G) 
as its vertex set, where two vertices in L(G) are adjacent in L(G) if and only ifthe corresponding edges are adjacent in G. An 
Eulerian subgraph H of G is called a spanning Eulerian subgraph ifV (H) = V(G). If G has a cycle containing every vertex of G, 
then Gis called Hamiltonian. Acycle of length t is denoted by Ct. The girth of a graph G is the length of any shortest cycle in 
G. The distance between two vertices u and v of a connected graph is the minimum length of all paths joining u and v, and 
is denoted by d(u, v). The diameter of G, denoted by diam(G), is the greatest distance between two vertices in G, i.e. 
diam(G) = max d(u, v). 
II.VEV(Gj 
Consider the set of all regular graphs of degree r and girth g, and a graph from this set of minimal order is called an (r. g)­
cage.lfg = 2d + 1, an (r. g)-cage with no(r. g) vertices is called an (r. d)-Moore graph, where no(r. g) = 1 + r + r(r - 1) + 
... + r(r - 1)(X-3)/2 [2]. 
For a set X ~ E(G), the contraction GjX is the graph obtained from G by contracting the edges of X and deleting all 
resulting loops. When H is a connected subgraph of G, we use GjH for GjE(H), and let VH be the new vertex obtained by 
contracting H in GjH. The vertex VH is called the contraction image of H in GjH. 
In this paper, we first study unavoidable subgraphs of non-reduced graphs of diameter two. In Section 4, we characterize 
graphs of diameter two in terms of collapsible graphs. In Section 5, we introduce a concept. L-collapsible, to study the 
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